
Judge’s Comments May Contest 
“People” 

 
Judge 1 
 

1- Not so much of a “people” picture as it is of the wall 
2- Marvelous capture of the artist’s hand and what he was working on. Nicely cropped. 
3- Cute snapshot. Image appears crooked. Too tightly cropped. 
4- Cute action shot of ladies going thru what is probably cold water. Great expression. 

Brightening the subjects would help here. 
5- Person is not in focus and what’s in focus is not interesting. DO NOT DATE STAMP 

IMAGES 
6- Wonderful capture of musician. Play with color balance to get is a bit more natural. 
7- Nice expression the girl’s face. Adequate room for the pair to move from left to right. 
8- Travel snapshot. Might have liked to have seen more of what’s on the table. 
9- Artist working. Image needs significant targeted brightening. Upper RHS is too bright. 
10- Perfectly timed capture. I’d prefer to see the cowgirl’s face. 
11- Cute colors, textures, and patterns. Better suited for one of those topics instead of 

“people.” 
12- Tender moment captured. Everything that should be is in focus. 
13- Great portrait. Child is tack sharp; background is soft, and foreground is just enough out 

of focus to emphasize the child. Well done. 
14- fun capture of photographers photographing something unknown. 
15- Black & white treatment is appropriate. More light on the face would help. Face is not as 

sharp as guitar. What is the subject? 
16- Lovely casual portrait. Subject is well lit. 
17- Colors and subject’s expression make this image. Definition of the dress and dancer are 

spot on. 
18- Well lit casual portrait. Only front two people are in focus. 
19- Cute “peak-a-boo” snapshot. A touch more contrast could help here.  
20- Subjects are nicely in focus with enough softness to focus attention on them. Vignetting 

is too harsh. 
21- Someone’s else’s art. 
22- Lots of activity around the water feature. Subjects are all soft. 
23- Cute capture. Overall image seems overly warm. 
24- Funny picture and mask. Straighten the image. 
25- Good idea of capturing reflections. Bottom portion of image is blown out. 
26- Cute environmental capture of mother and daughters. Nothing is sharp in the image. 
27- Moving tribute to lost family members. 

 


